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Federal budget cut
mandates revision

Spare a pint?

Services could suffer without $1.50 fee
By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer
Students who have not paid the
$1.50 fee increase may still do so
without penalty, said Bill Freidrichs,
SJSU director of fiscal services.
"We are relying on students’ individual honesty to come down and
pay the fee," Freidrichs said.
The fee increase was the result of
a reduction in federal funding to the
California State University system
last July.
In order to offset the shortage,
CSU implemented plans to make up
the deficit, which included advising
students that an additional $1.50
would need to be paid after their original fees of $334.00.
The additional student fees go
into the fund for student services.
Freidrichs said if students don’t pay
the additional fee, a decrease in the
student services’ budget could occur

According to Freidrichs, no information is available yet regarding
how much money has been raised by
the auxiliary fee increase, but preliminary reports are due out in about
a month.
"We are really not sure what we
will have to do until we are able to
analyze the reports," he said.
Benjamin W. McKendall, junior
associate dean of the student services
division, said that the student services operates roughly on a budget of
$2.5 million to $3 million.
According to Donald M. Dushane, assistant dean of the student
services division, the student service
budget funds a "myriad of things" including the Student Health Center,
the Career Planning and Placement
center and various student programs.
Since the notification regarding

the fee increase was sent after the
original fees were due, many students are not clear whether they have
paid the additional fee or not.
"I don’t remember paying it.,
said Angela Smith, an undeclared
sophomore, "but at program adjustment day they said I had paid it. I’m
not going to argue."
Facilities were set up to receive
the additional payment from financial aid students and late university
registrants, but all other students are
on the honor system.
Total fees have been raised from
8334 to 8335.50.
The fee increase was not approved by the CSU Board of Trustees
until after the fee notices were
mailed to students. Freidrichs said.
Cards informing students about
the fee increase were mailed with Admissions and Records packets in
early August.

IFC elects 2 new officers

Steve Capovilla
Sharon Darknell, undeclared freshman,
may not have a dime to spare, but her donation of blood could be the "gift of life" to

Daily staff photographer

an accident victim or surgery patient. She
is responding to a blood drive this week in
the Almaden Room of the Student Union.

Counselors to offer draft advice
By Patricia Hannon
Daily staff writer
By the end of October, SJSU students will be able to receive advice
about the draft from on-campus
counselors.
Larry Dougherty, draft counselor and newly appointed member of
the Student Union Board of Directors, said the draft registration counseling service will offer students information on everything from
current registration laws to requirements for becoming a conscientious
objector.
Dougherty, former Associated
Students vice president, is responsible for organizing the counseling
service.
The draft counseling service offers students an objective point of
view about the draft and shows them
pros and cons of joining the military.
"I’m very opposed to the draft
because it takes away choice," Dougherty said. "But if someone wants to
join, I’m here to make sure that they
make an educated choice."
Last spring the A.S. Board of Directors passed a resolution to start
this program because of the current
law stating that all men 18 or older
must register for the draft with the
Selective Service System or face
fines of up to $10,000 and a three-year
jail sentence.
The program also will answer

questions regarding the requirment
for male students who must register
for the draft to receive federal financial aid.
"We feel it is very important for
this campus because there are so
many people that are affected by
this," Dougherty said. "What the
government provides is basically one
way."
He said the government uses advertising to attract people who are
looking for educational and travel opportunities that may not be available.
The draft counseling service is
designed to let students know this
kind of information and tell them
what organizations can help them resist the draft or become conscientious objectors.
"It’s illegal for me to counsel
someone to resist the draft," Dougherty said. But he said people who decide to resist, after being told all their
options, are referred by draft counselors to organizations like the War
Resisters League.
If there is enough interest. Dougherty said conscientious objector and
draft resister support groups will be
formed within the draft counseling
services program.
He said most people seek draft
counseling to find how to become conscientious objectors but don’t realize
that they must register to prove conscientious objection.

Another aspect of the draft that
few people are aware of, according to
Dougherty, is that 50 percent of those
who register will not be drafted because of health reasons. Draft deferments include medical reasons,
being a last surviving son and studying for the clergy. Students are no
longer exempt from being drafted, he
said.
The only military counseling
services available to students is
through ROTC, which Dougherty
said is a "very biased institution."
Col. James Duffy from SJSU’s
Military Science Department said
they don’t offer draft counseling, but
instead, offer counseling to students
currently involved in ROTC or interested in enrolling. Students are not
counseled on the draft because they
assume people who come to them are
already registered.
About 20 draft counselors will be
available to students on a walk-in
basis and sessions will take about 45
minutes. Counselors will work on a
volunteer basis and literature will be
donated by the San Jose Peace Center.
Counselors are still looking for a
place to hold the sessions and are
considering offices in the S.U. The
center, on 520 S. 10th St., offers draft
counseling every Wednesday at 7
p.m.

Charles Manson set on fire by inmate
By Mary Green
Deily staff writer
Convicted
mass-murderer
Charles Manson is listed in serious
but stable condition at the California Medical Facility in Vacaville
after another inmate reportedly set
Manson on fire at 8:45 a.m. yesterday, Medical facility officials said.
Manson received second- and
third-degree burns mostly on the
face and hands, said Bill Hartwell,
medical facility public information
officer.
"Manson will retain scars from
the burns," Hartwell said.

Hartwell said an inmate, serving time for second degree murder,
assaulted Manson with a flammable liquid believed to be paint thinner. The Associated Press reported
that Manson reportedly threatened
his attacker’s religious believes.
Two other inmates extinguished the flames that burned 18
percent of Manson’s body, Hartwell said. The staff was alerted and
Manson was taken to the emergency medical clinic.
The assaulting inmate has
been moved to a segregated area
pending an investigation that could

lead to criminal or departmental
disciplinary charges.
Manson was sentenced to die in
1971 for masterminding the 1969
stabbing death of Sharon Tate and
four others in Tate’s Beverly Hills
mansion and killing grocery store
owners Leno and Rosemary La Bianca the next day.
Manson escaped being sent to
the gas chamber in 1976 when the
California Supreme Court overturned the state’s death penalty.
He is serving a life sentence.
Staff writer Mike Di Marco contributed
to this report

It Paul Ruffner
Daily staff writer
The Inter -Fraternity Council
elected a new vice president and
treasurer Monday to fill its last vacant positions.
Pi Kappa Alpha member Dipak
Patel is the new vice president and
Theta Chi Vice President Eric Valeri
was elected treasurer.
Patel received a last minute
nomination Monday at the IFC meeting in the Student Union when fellow
PKA member and IFC Judiciary Officer Dave Anderson declined his
vice presidential nomination.
Patel said Anderson decided
Sept. 18 to decline his nomination and
since then had tried to convince Patel
to run for the position, until finally he
agreed.
Anderson said he declined because he felt Patel’s attendance at all
the rush committee meetings and his
involvement in the program made
him more qualified for the position.
"I’ll continue my job as IFC chief
justice because I enjoy that," Anderson said.

The vice president’s duties include acting as chairman of the IFC
rush committee. Rush is a week-long
membership drive sponsored by fraternities each semester to introduce
candidates to fraternity life and give
them a chance to join.
The treasurer’s responsibilities
include handling IFC finances, signing checks and writing a budget.
Patel won the race against vice
presidential competitor Valeri after
a speech to members stating his previous experience in working with the
RUSH committee.
"I didn’t have much of a
speech," he said after the election. "I
felt I was the best qualified for the job
and I just ran on my merits."
Valeri, who was asked by council
members about his previous experience with the IFC RUSH committee,
admitted he had never worked on the
committee. However, he said he had
received tips for his fraternity’s rush
program from former rush chairman
and new IFC President Bill Baron,
and felt it would be easy for them to

work together again
In a speech reminiscent of Anderson’s presidential nomination
speech, Valert told the council he felt
he could bring some "new blood" and
new ideas to the council.
Council members agreed in their
open discussion period when Valera
and Patel left the room. that although
Valeri could provide new ideas, Patel
possessed the necessary qualifications for the job.
Valeri assumed the treasurer’s
position after his running mate, Bill
Free of Kappa Sigma, declined the
nomination.
Patel’s first action as the new
vice president was to urge IFC fraternity representatives to go back to
their houses and ask their members
whether they planned to participate
in a spring-time rush program.
Despite the new officers’ apparent concern over the program, former IFC President Michael Schneider said the vice president and
treasurer will have little effect on the
spring rush since their terms end in
December

Dougherty joins SUBOD
By Mary Green
Deily staff writer
One of the main opponents of the
Recreation and Events Center has
been appointed to the Student Union
Board of Directors, the group which
has overseen the Rec Center project.
Larry Dougherty, former Associated Students vice president,
headed the "Committee to Stop the
wRECk" and initiated the recall election on the Rec Center last spring. By
a vote of 7-3-1 Dougherty was appointed to a one-year SUBOD seat
with the recommendation from Associated Students President Michael
Schneider who headed the "Don’t
Wreck the Rec" committee and participated in debates with Dougherty
last year.
"His argument that the board
was not responding to a call to gather
student input was not true," Schneider said.
Schneider said he thought the appointment would open Dougherty’s
eyes to what SUBOD was actually
doing.
Schneider gave his recommendation before the vote was taken at the
A.S. Board of Directors meeting
Sept. 19. But not all the scheduled
speakers gave their recommendations before the vote was taken.
After the fact, Daniel Buerger,
executive assistant to SJSU President Gail Fullerton, spoke before the
A.S. board in support of Dougherty’s
appointment
"To have excluded him on the
basis of personality or the assumption that he would oppose SUBOD on
the issue of the Rec Center would
have sent a bad signal to SJSU students," Buerger said. "Everything

Larry Dougherty, REC opposer, received a seat on SCROD
with this election should be absolutely appropriate and above board."
Additionally, AS. Personnel Director Joanna Rosa said she recommended Dougherty for the SUBOD
position.
"Larry was the most qualified
applicant," she said. "He is well
aware of the duties and has knowledge not only of the REC but also of
other functions of SUBOD."
Dougherty said he was not surprised by the appointment because
he attended all SUBOD meetings last
year and he served as A.S. vice president last year.

Fifteen students applied for the
three student positions open on
SUBOD.
Dougherty will fill a one-year appointment that was left open last
year by Martin Swart who graduated
last spring. The two remaining appointments went to Bonnie Brackett
and Roger Thornton
Brockett and Thornton received
two year appointments with a 10-0-1
votes.
Dougherty said he believes he
was appointed to a one-year seat because he plans to graduate in December 1985.
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Can’t silence censorship battle
LIST READS something like a hall of
THE
fame for books: Twain’s "The Adventures of Huckelberry Finn ; " Hemingway’s "A Farewell to Arms" and "The Sun
Also Arises:" Steinbeck’s "The Grapes of
Wrath:" "The New Testament:" Salinger’s
"Catcher in the Rye," and on and on. . .
What do these books have in common besides being recognized as great works of literature?
All of them are currently banned from various libraries and high schools throughout
the United States. They have been banned because some people found the ideas or language or situations represented in these books
objectionable.
For anyone to decree what is good or not
good for the public to see, read or say, is arrogant, dangerous and extremely self-serving.
The battle has always been fought between
ideas and fear and it has been going on since
the very beginning of recorded history.
Hemingway’s "A Farewell to Arms" was
banned in Italy because it accurately portrayed the Italian retreat from Caporetto.
In 1954 in East-Berlin, communists
banned Mickey Mouse comics and classified
Mickey as an anti-Red rebel.
Last week, a combined effort between the
American Book Association and the National
Association of College Stores produced

Banned Books Week, in which currently
banned books were displayed. The effort was
made in order to increase public awareness
that censorship is still very much alive in the
United States, and groups such as the National Organization of Decent Literature are
still trying to tell people what they should
read.
The First Amendment, which has been referred to as the greatest contribution of our
nation to the history of the government, guarantees the right to a free press and free
speech.
Our founding fathers believed and trusted
in the ability of the people to form their own
sound judgements after having examined all
the facts and ideas in question. They believed
that only through "a clash of ideas in the open
marketplace" could truth be arrived at, and
many different opinions needed to be examined before sound solutions could be found.
It is easy to fall into the trap of believing
censorship is a thing of the past, that the fight
for freedom has been won once and for all,
that our essential liberites are not in jeapordy
and will forever remain intact.
Don’t believe it. They were won over a
long period of time and paid for with a terrible
price. It is up to us to make certain they remain intact and are passed on to future generations.

01400
Open Season
MI loners must bear the writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed. Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in Dwight
Bente! Hall, or at the information center on the first floor of the
Student Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for libel and length.

Fullerton’s elite parking lets students eat dirt
And the parking saga continues
President Fullerton has taken from the university
employees a total 01 48 parking spots to make things easier for certain choice faculty members.
On the Sept. to, she sent a memo to all faculty, staff
and administration, informing them of anew special "E"

John
McCreadie
parking permit and apparently the "E" is for "Elite."
The change was prompted by complaints from faculty
members who had difficulties in finding parking spaces.
As a result of this special permit, staffers and administration people have taken some heavy losses on the parking
battlefield.
The new permits are for instructors with off-campus
responsibilites, such as intern supervision, who "find it
almost impossible" to park when they return to campus
for their next class. And I have few doubts this is true, but
the parking situation near the campus is difficult for all of

us, especially in this year of parking "transition" as Fullerton so gently calls it.
For those instructors returning to campus in the midmorning hours, their schedules could be adjusted to allow
adequate time to find parking. The dirt lot is usually accessible between the hours of 9 and It a.m. For those instructors returning to campus in the early afternoon,
parking is always available in either of the two parking
garages. It is unnecessary to tie up 48 parking spots for
the convenience of a few instructors.
Fullerton seems to think it is important to have the
faculty members park as close as possible to their
classes. Perhaps we should implement a drive-thru teaching program, so as not to make it inconvenient for instructors by asking them to leave their cars.
Fullerton argues that if the instructors cannot find
parking, then there won’t be any class.
I hate to pop her bubble, but if the students cannot
find parking, there won’t be any school. And you know
what that means Fullerton won’t be scooping ice cream
on campus just for fun.
In her memo, Fullerton tells how wonderful it is to
have the shuttle service to and from the new, and distant,
Vine Street lot. If the shuttle service is so wonderful, why
can’t the faculty members use it too?
At a time when parking is so dear to all of us, I feel
this parking favoritism is criminal. If nothing else it’s assault and battery a slap in the face to those staff employees who do so much for so little. Many of the staff peo-

ple have shifts that begin at 10 a.m., an impossible time to
find parking in San Jose, let alone near the campus. As a
result, these employees usually pay more at one of the
surrounding city-owned lots. And with the salaries for
those employees generally below those of the faculty, why
are they the ones forced to pay more and park further?
These special parking spaces have come at a bad
time and are very inconsiderate to the needs of the entire
university. Parking is a pain in the bumper for all of us.
My earliest class is at 11 a.m. I arrive every day at 8
a.m, to bump and grind my way into the Tenth Street Garage. On some days, when my mood dictates, I sneak over
to the Fourth Street dirt lot and pay $2 to have my car covered with dirt. Being a student, this is an expense I could
do without.
Perhaps if the parking situation was not as it is, the
special "Elite" permits would be justified. But parking is
tight and there is little relief in sight for the immediate future. I think it would be appropriate for the "Elite" instructors to share in the parking problems, and not add to
them. Sure, it’s no fun having to park in the dirt, but it is a
choice available to all of us, including the instructors.
But I’m sure if the instructors were to complain loud
enough about the dirt lot and the layers of dirt on their
cars each day, Fullerton would find someway to close the
lot down and open a universtiy car-wash for faculty
members only, of course. And you can bet it would be
drive-thru.

Letters to the Editor
Prof. says Rec Center is for future
Editor.
I have observed the debate over the proposed Recreation (and Events) Center over the past several semesters, having always remained silent because I have felt
that it was a matter for the students to decide. While I still
believe that is the case, I also recoil in horror at the level
of debate and the avoidance of the issue that seems most
central to me and to this university. I cannot help but recall the similarity of the debate that ensued before students decided to build our Student Union in the late 19605.
It seems to me the real question is whether students
feel that the building of a Rec Center will enhance the
quality of life on this campus and, if it will, if they are willing to make their contribution to that long term goal. I
don’t think that anyone will argue that there has been a
dramatic change over the years on the campus as a result

of the presence of the Student Union. Some of the original
students who contributed their fees to that endeavor
never benefited directly by enjoying its use, though they
well could have some pride that they left it as a heritage
for others to enjoy. Do our present students feel that the
proposed Rec Center would serve the same type role for
the future of this campus?
I wonder what would happen if people in our society
were only willing to be taxed for things from which they
directly and immediately benefit? How many public
schools would have been built or how many state universities would exist? There are a number of examples in our
society that we are moving in that direction as it is, with
school bond elections having an almost imposssible task
of passing in an electorate no longer dominated by parents of school age children.
I have no real idea whether or not students think the

_

presence of a Rec Center is a good or bad idea. I have
heard a number say they like the idea, they just don’t
want to pay for it themselves. I hope that the final decision, which will be appropriately made by the students.
will be made with the issues clearly in focus.
J. Benton White
Coordinator
Religious Studies Program

Communique shoots down guns
Editor,
My compliments to Tim Goodman (Communique,
Spartan Daily, Sept. 18), for his original essay on handguns. That article and the series on child pornography
might yet lead readers to think of the Spartan Daily as
something other than SJSU’s answer to Good Housekeeping Magazine.
I am writing to propose a project for the staff of the
Spartan (Daily) that would have more relevance to the
community which they "serve" than the normal fare of
white-anglo-saxon-protestant. Americancentric articles
usually offered.
My idea is very simple. The purpose would be to keep
one of the most senseless tragedies of American life
today, squarely in he public eye. "Which tragedy?" you
are probably asking. The tragedy for today is the one addressed by Mr. Goodman the annual slaughter of 100,000 citizens by handguns. That is 200 times more than the
per capita rate of Canada.

ic4F
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What I propose is that the Spartan Daily publish on
the front page every day, the names of the people killed
by handguns in the country the previous day, along with a
running total for the year. Everyday’s edition would becomes condemnation of the mayhem. It would force recognition of the savagery upon the sanitized consciences of
all of us apathetic Americans whose collective wills could
stop it on any given day.
How long would it be before the Mercury picked it up
and then the Chronical, then Newsweek, and then as Arlo
Guthrie said, "They’ll think it’s a movement." On the
other hand, the Spartan Daily may be the most prestigous
tabloid to ever try the idea, in which case it wold be considered a valiant attempt at creative journalism And
that wouldn’t be so bad.
Michael Thompson
International Business

Nick
Gillis

Slaughterhouse
6 6

H

E SEEMED LIKE such a nice young
man, officer," the elderly woman
said. "I just don’t know how to react."
As the suspect’s next-door neighbor for 12 years, she
was shocked to learn the news.
"I still find it hard to believe," added a business
associate. "It just goes to show you never can tell
today."
Another day. Another death. No problem.
As evidence continued to pour in, others simply
shook their heads in disbelief. It was all too obvious
that another gruesome crime had been committed
by a respected, likeable "everyday guy."
Photographs of nude children were strewn
throughout the house. Some, still in stacks of
hundreds in the hall closet, had yet to be discovered
The living room was in disarray. Lacking
furniture, it featured only a large, silk-lined
waterbed. Mirrors covered every wall in the room,
and an extensive set of studio lights still occupied a
large area around the bed. The three nude bodies on
the floor were attacked during an apparent escape
attempt, police guessed. Their figures were being
outlined in chalk while blood dried into the plush
carpeting.
Two of them lay sprawled in the hallway with
the third, a six year-old boy, locked inside the
bathroom. Unfortunately, it was too late by the time
he had barricaded himself behind the door. He’d
already been stabbed three times.
The kid in the hallway wasn’t much older. He
was laying on his stomach with a hole in his neck the
size of a quarter. Curiously, he lay partly over the
torso of a young girl who had apparently fallen
backwards after being shot. It seemed as if he died
while trying to protect her. Her eyes were open, and
there was stills look of terror in them.
THE exception of friends and family,
WITH
the impact just wasn’t that strong to Mr.
and Mrs. Late-Night News Viewer. They’d
seen that kind of thing before. You see, child
pornography is only a small portion of California’s
problems.
Today, hardcore criminals are combining with
Johnny Lunchbuckets to paint potential disasters on
a daily basis. "Temporarily insane" killers are
bursting at the state’s seams, blowing away family
or friends whenever their noodle snaps. No longer
must we fear just the lifelong criminal everyone
is dangerous.
Incest abounds, as do crooked politicians and
clergymen. Strangers can’t be trusted, and sunset
spells a strict curfew for most families.
If that’s not enough, we should re-examine the
lifestyles of our wealthiest citizens. After all, their
"success" epitomizes the American dream, doesn’t
it?
Oops! Many of Hollywood’s most respected
personalities are boozers and dope fiends.
Fortunately, some of them are beginning to pour
their riches into rehabilitation clinics, rather than
their $10,000 per-week habits. It’s a pity for those
who don’t, or can’t, or whatever they claim, because
we’ll bury them all, one by one.
Environmentally, it doesn’t get any better,
either. Our oceanside "Golden State" features acid
rain, polluted waters and chemical waste. With each
passing day, the message is echoed over our land of
opportunity: Tragedy has founds true home in
California.
Where do we turn for help?
With police and politicians on the take, a
complex judicial jungle and an overall declining
humanity, I suppose I’ll just shrug my shoulders and
look the other way, like everybody else.
How about an addition to our state’s beloved
motto?
California : "The Golden State where
anything can happen."
Nick Gillis is the Entertainer editor. His column appears
Wednesday.
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’Duke’ wants judges Welfare-cutting initiative attacked
to reapportion state Opponents say proposition 41 would cut programs for elderly, disabled
MONTEREY (AP)
Seeking
to defuse judicial opposition to his
reapportionment initiative, Gov.
George Deukmejian told the California Judges Association on Monday that retired judges are
uniquely qualified to reapportion
the state.
"Judges are, by their training
and experience, well-equipped to
interpret and to follow the law,"
Deukmejian said in a luncheon
speech at the association’s 52nd
annual meeting.
"Judges have the temperament, the experience, the fairness
and the respect of all, which is
very essential toward removing
politics from this process, toward
removing divisiveness from this
process," Deukmejian said.
The governor is the sponsor of
Proposition 39, a November ballot
initiative that would discard
boundaries drawn by the Democrat-controlled Legislature for
legislative and congressional dis-

tricts and turn the task over to a
new commission of retired judges.
They would be equally divided between appointees of Democratic
and Republican governors.
Deukmejian had originally
proposed a panel of active judges,
but dropped that plan when judges
told him it would violate their code
of ethics to serve on such a commission.
Many individual judges still
oppose the current intitiative, contending it would improperly involve the judiciary in politics.
In his speech, Deukmejian recalled that when the Legislature
and then-Gov. Ronald Reagan
deadlocked on reapportionment in
the early 19705, the state Supreme
Court stepped in and drew the
boundaries.
"We did not hear any complaints, either from the judiciary
or from political leaders, that
judges were not capable of doing
that job," he said

Fresno woman resigns
from central committee
FRESNO (AP) Charging that
the Republican Party "has turned its
back" on women, a female member
of the state central committee has resigned and announced her endorsement of Democrats Walter Mondale
and Geraldine Ferraro.
"After 20 years, I can no longer
serve as a leader in a party that has
turned its back on its history, tradition and its women," Mary Stanley, a
Fresno businesswoman, announced
Monday.
Stanley said she will remain a
registered Republican and will help
organize a national Republicans for
Mondale-Ferraro group.
"I wish he (Mondale) had the
fire, spunk and charisma of Geraldine Ferraro," Stanley said. "But
in reviewing his record, he has been
supportive of women’s issues and is
very experienced. I think he would be
a tremendous improvement over the
current president."
Stanley long has been critical of
President

Reagan and once

wrote

him urging more support for women’s issues.
Assistant chairwoman of the Re-
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Account Executives .Dana Barnebey,
Sean Burger. Diane Bonagura, Louisa
Craviotto, Julie Davis. Rosemary
Decker, Suzette De Voss, John Good.
enough, Brian Green, Bryan Harden.
Sheryl Heller. Susan Jaeger. Kirk
Kaikkonen. Marla Kessler. Fritz Knochenhauer. Susan Krebs, Peggy Langager, Kathleen McGuckin. Meta Mere
day. George Moody. Debra Rader.
Charlie Simon. Charlene Sturm, Brad
Terries, Eddie Toro. Mike Vail, Mike
Vykukal. Kelle Wright

publican task force of the National
Women’s Caucus, she praised the
caucus for endorsing the MondaleFerraro ticket.
"Geraldine Ferraro is what the
National Women’s Political Caucus is
all about," Stanley said. "We have
worked for her, and we have worked
with her. She is a woman for women.
She brings each one of us with her,
and she will bring each one of us into
the White House with her."
Stanley resigned from the state
central committee because GOP
rules do not let committee members
endorse a candidate running against
a Republican. State Chairman Ed
Reinecke had threatened to remove
her in July after learning that she
was planning to support Ferraro, but
Stanley said then she hadn’t made up
her mind on an endorsement.
Stanley said she and other Republicans on the National Women’s
Political Caucus will not leave the
party because "we’re bound and determined to save it."

SACRAMENTO (AP) Using words like "capricious" and "mean -spirited," opponents of the
Proposition 41 welfare-cutting initiative said Monday its passage would hurt the poor, elderly, disabled, counties and ordinary people with health insurance.
Thirty witnesses attacked Proposition 41,
which appears on the November ballot, during a
hearing held by the Legislature’s two welfare committees.
They ranged from representatives of the
Chamber of Commerce, the state’s Catholic dioceses and county supervisors to several people on
Medi-Cal who said they couldn’t make it if their
benefits were cut.
But no one spoke in favor of the measure. The
author, Assemblyman Ross Johnson, R-LaHabra,
didn’t attend, although he is a member of the Assembly Human Services Committee.
The chair of the Senate Health and Human
Services Committee, Sen. Diane Watson, D-Los

Angeles, said she asked Johnson "for the names of
witnesses (supporting the intiative ), but he did not
produce any."
The opponents’ campaign committee, Californians Against Proposition 41, gave out a list of 126
organizations thaat opposes the initiative. Not one
group has announced support.
The initiative would cut California welfare
spending, effective June 1986, for two programs:
Aid to Families With Dependent Children, which
provides grants to 1.6 million children and parents,
and Medi-Cal, which provides medical services to
3 million needy of all ages.
The initiative would limit the total expenditure
of federal, state and local funds in California for
those programs to 110 percent of the average expenditures per capita in the other 49 states.
Johnson says he aimed his initiative at cutting
benefits for able-bodied adults and does not want to
cut benefits for the elderly. He specifically
exempted welfare benefits for the aged, blind and

disabled from the cut.
But since 60 percent of the Medi-Cal budget is
spend on the elderly and disabled, it would be impossible to make such large cuts without reducing
benefits to the aged and disabled. Federal law does
not allow benefits to be different for different
groups of recipients.
William Hamm, the Legislature’s nonpartisan
budget analyst, said it was impossible to estimate
the effect of the initiative, because it would depend
on the size of benefits paid by other states in 1986.
But he said that if it had been in effect between
October 1982 and September 1983, it would have roquired a 50 percent reduction in the $6.2 billion
spent during that period for AFDC and Medi-Cal.
AFDC benefits would have had to have been cut 60
percent, from $506 a month for a mother and two
children to as low as $223. Medi-Cal would have
had to have been cut by 36 percent, which could be
done by eliminating services, such as wheelchairs
or eyeglasses, or reducing eligibility

Anti -Reagan entertainers plan campaign
LOS ANGELES (AP) An organization of entertainers opposed to
the Reagan administration’s Central
America policies plans a national
tour next month to "raise the level of
debate" on the region in the U.S.
presidential campaigns.
The "National Town Meeting
Tour on Central America," hitting
about six major cities, will feature
performances by rock singer Jackson Browne, readings by well-known
actors, and speeches by politicians
and others familiar with Central
America.
Among them will be former U.S.
Ambassdor to El Salvador Robert
White, said move producer Arthur
Corson, who is organizing the tour.
Among the actors scheduled to
participate are Mike Farrell, chairman of the Committee of Concern for
Central America, which is sponsoring the tour. Others include Michael
Douglas, Martin Sheen, Howard Hesseman, Vonetta McGee, Susan Anspach, Robert Foxworth and Susan
Sarandon.
"This election is going to be pivotal as regards Central American
policy," Farrell said. The committee
wants to force more debate on the
issue, which has not been in the forefront of the presidential campaign between Ronald Reagan and Democratic challenger Walter Mondale.
"We have a great deal of concern
that this doesn’t seem to be a matter
of great importance to the American

elect mate," Farrell said. "I’m not so
sure that people aren’t thinking about
it," but the candidates have chosen to
highlight other matters instead, he
added.
"There seems to be a perception
that the American public can’t handle issues. I think that’s wrong," he
said in an interview Friday.
"We hope to stir up enough trouble and and raise enough questions to

keep the issue hot," Got-sun said.
"The reason we chose this time was
that all our information was that both
presidential candidates were being
advised not to make this a major
issue because of questions about how
good their position was."
He said cities for the Oct. 12-24
tour so far include Chicago, Atlanta,
New York, and Cambridge, Mass.

In Chicago, Democratic Rep.
Paul Simon who is challenging Republic,n Sen. Charles Percy, has accepted the committee’s invitation to
speak, but Percy has not responded
yet, Gorsun saiad.
The Committee of Concern was
formed earlier this year and presented a similar "Town Hall" meeting in Los Angeles last spring.

I’M AN
AIR FORCE
PILOT
There was a tune way hack when women in the Air Force did
the same things women did everywhere Clerical and ad
ministrative positions Those positions are still around, but for
women in the Air Force, the opportunities are endless You’ll find
women in almost every skill area and with the prestige and respon
sibility of leaders
of officers
Many of these women began their relationship with the Air
Force in college. as cadets in Air Force ROTC We received $100
per month for expenses And those of us on scholarship had our
tuition, books, and lab and incidental fees paid by the Air Force
If you’re a woman interested in or attending college. Air Force
ROTC can make a big difference in your life And when you
graduate. you may become an Air Force officer The sky’s the
limit
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Painter accused
of killing client
ANAHEIM (AP)
A house
painter was held without bail yesterday in connection with the murder of
an elderly client who had complained
about the quality and price of his
work, police said yesterday.
Richard Stanley Sandoval, 31.
was booked Monday for investigation
of murdering Anaheim widow Margaret Lenney, 84.
Lenney’s battered body was
found Sunday morning outside the
door of her apartment. An autopsy
showed she had died of internal injuries, according to a coroner’s spokesman.
Police Detective Mike Lopez said
Sandoval allegedly stomped and beat
her to death with his bare hands.
Lenney was last seen alive Saturday night and had been arguing with
Sandoval, a transient who had lived
at several Anaheim addresses since
1981.
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College faces cut in funds

Tedious tottering

Idaho State forced to drop Journalism Department
Due to financial cutbacks the
Journalism Department at Idaho
State University will be phased out of
the school’s curriculum beginning
immediately.
Part of the phase-out policy is
that the department will not be able
to accept any new majors.
Over the summer the school has
received a number of calls from new
students, journalism students and
transfer students who questioned the
status of the journalism classes.
At this point the date when the
phase out will be completed is not
known.
State fire officials have stopped
the construction of a building that
would have housed a radio transmitter at California State University at

Fresno.
The structure was found to be in
violation of state fire codes.
Radio station KFSR has been
working to boost its transmitting
power but members of the station say

Around
other
Campuses
they are not angry about the delay.
KFSR Program Director Tim
Gaskell said he felt it was important
to get the job done right.
Design changes needed to meet
fire codes include adding chemical
fireproofing to wood frames and
flooring, replacing some plywood

sections and metal decking and installing a fire sprinkler system.
Pepperdine University President
Howard White has handed in his resignation.
Executive Vice President David
Davenport will replace White on
April 16, 1985.
White will remain active at the
University as a member of the University Board and as a fund-raiser
for the school.
Davenport, 33, has been at the
University for two years working as
the chief internal operations officer.
He received his law degree at the
University of Kansas and his doctorate from uSntad n foot hr de rcs
University.rnpus es s corn Around
piled by staff writer Mary Green

ROTC cadets undergo training,
learn water survival methods
By Bobble Celestine
Daily staff writer
Gene Lief,

Alpha Phi members started this teeter-totter-a-thon Monday night to raise money for

Daily staff photographer

the American

heart Association. They
plan to see-saw for 112 hours by Friday.

108 arrests in Livermore Lab protest
LIVERMORE (API
Police at
the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, where scientists design
nuclear weapons, Monday arrested
108 demonstrators who joined in a
worldwide protest against the arms
race.
Most of the arrests at Livermore
involved obstruction of traffic
charges as protesters, organized by
the Livermore Action Group, blocked
roads at the southeast corner of the
mile-square laboratory, according to
California Highway Patrol Capt.
J.M. Healy.
Healy, who supervised 65 officers
in that area, said four women were
arrested after allegedly splashing
what they said was human blood on a
sign in front of Sandia Laboratory,
whose scientists work with the Lawrence lab

A handful of protesters were ar- LAG spokeswoman said 700 people
rested at Site 300, about 15 miles had been on hand.
southeast of the lab, where non-nuIn announcing the demonstraclear detonators for nuclear bombs tion, LAG officials said "activists
are tested, officials said.
will join tens of thousands of people
One lab worker said one of her throughout the United States and Eucar windows was smashed by a rock, rope in peace demonstrations and
but she was not injured. No other re- acts of civil disobedience."
ports of damage or violence were
"I’m here to help build solidarity
made.
with the workers of the lab. We want
Lab spokesman Norris Smith to
get them to change their ways,"
said the demonstration, which lasted
said Garrett Connely of Santa Barall day but had started to dwindle in
bara, who carried a sign reading:
numbers of demonstrators by about
"Good Scientists Face Facts."
10:30 a.m., caused little delay for the
Those arrested included an el8,000 workers due at work at 8 a.m.
Smith said those arrested were taken derly man who wore a sign around
by bus to nearby Santa Rita Rehabil- his neck that said: "Nuclear weapons
iation Center. were taken by bus to make fools of all of us."
nearby Santa Rita Rehabilitation
Many demonstrators carried
Center.
signs, including one banner reading:
At its peak, official estimates put "Why Are You Killing Our Chilthe crowd at about 300. although a dren?"

Officials warn of increased crime at bank tellers
ANAHEIM (AP) A rash of robberies near automated bank teller
machines has prompted law enforcement officials to warn customers to
exercise caution and vary routines
that could make them easy prey for
bandits.
With the proliferation of the automated tellers at which patrons can
insert a plastic card, punch in their
card number and make deposits or
bandits have
cash withdrawals
found a lucrative source of money.
FBI Agent Jerry Barnett said.
"As computer crime is becoming
more sophisticated, the same is true
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The first such robbery occurred
when a gun-wielding bandit took $172
from a depositor at a Bank of America branch in Buena Park.
Police warn that people should be
aware of the danger. Business people, in particular, should avoid making deposits at the same place at the
same time each day.

Old, New and Perspective

ALPHA PHI
WYMEN
Attend our Ice Cream Social
to discuss events for the Fall Semester.

Wed., Sept. 26 at 7 p.m.
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of automated teller machines,"
Buena Park Police Lt. Steve Staveley
said. "There will be more of it in the
future."
In Orange County, 10 bank customers have been robbed at automated tellers since Feb. 20, according to
police records. None of the robbers
was apprehended.

279-9898

210 S. 10th St.
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About 100 ROTC cadets were
dunked in the water as part of a
water survival training course at
SJSU. The exercises were the second
part of a series of labs conducted in
military training, said John Fowler,
assistant professor of military science.
The water survival exercises
took place last Thursday in the swimming pool of the Men’s Gym by military science instructors.
The exercises are part of actual
military training used during combat. Fowler also said part of the
training was to get cadets familiar
with water.
"When a soldier is running
around in an unfamiliar area and he
falls into water, he can get himself
out," Fowler said.
Cadets had to perform exercises
in four major categories.
First, cadets had to swim across
the pool holding an M-16 rifle above
water. Second, cadets were blindfolded as they experienced a fall into
the pool, after which they had to find
their way to safety.
The third exercise consisted of
the cadets jumping into the deep end
of the pool with a harness, simulating
a backpack, in which they had to unfasten the pack while underwater.
In the fourth exercise, cadets
learned how to make flotation devices out of their uniforms. This is
done by tying up the legs of their trou-

percent on all land navigation phases
of training, along with the 75-meter
swim.
Cadets cheered as they performed the exercise.
Cadet Richard Kromer, standing
drenched in full uniform, remarked
cheerfully, "I feel okay."
"The exercises are fun. They
teach cadets military skills for combat, and how to react under real combat situation," said cadet Lt. Kris Diasio.
Diasio also said the series of
exercises were designed to teach
skills in dealing with other humans in
which cadets were introduced to the
student chain of command.

ANEW
CONTRACEPTIVE
IS HERE.
TODAY.’

A SUMMER
JOB IN
OCTOBER?
Weekend Opportunities at Great America
Through October.
Announcing the first summer job that lets you save up Christmas money! Its Great
Americo on the weekends.
That’s right the most exciting place in the Valley is still open, weekends through
the end of October. And we’re looking for people sixteen and over to come help
the fun keep going.
It’s the perfect way to earn extra Christmas money. Save up to have the car
repaired. Or pay for your biology textbook!
And, as part of the most glamorous business in the world show business you’ll
be treated like o V.I. P., with free admission to the Park!
So c’mon get carried away at Great America this October. Call (408)
496-0141 for details. Or, drop by the Great America Employment Office off
Mission College l3oulevord in Santa Clara and fill out on application.

,

11

sers and the sleeves of their shirts
and placing them around their necks.
As the cadet hits water, air fills the
legs and sleeves to help them stay
afloat.
Another part of the exercises was
a 75-meter swim. The swim qualifies
cadets to earn the Recondo Badge
and to attend an advance training
camp that is conducted each year at
Fort Lewis, Wash., Fowler said.
"In order to qualify for the
badge, the cadet must complete the
swim successfully," Fowler said.
There are other qualifications to
get the badge, Fowler said. Cadets
must score 250 points on the Army’s
Physical Readiness Test, score 75
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Bring in this coupon to qualify for free park admission.
Showtimes:
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Mom Morris Dailey Auditorium
Funded by Associated Students
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Ex-official
accused of
bond fraud

Reagan administration opposes seabed agreement

WASHINGTON (AP)
The Securities and Exchange Commission
charges that former FAA Administrator J. Lynn Helms and associates
fraudulantly obtained proceeds from
government bonds and diverted $1.2
million for personal use
including
payments on a stable of racehorses.
The allegations were filed in a
civil complaint Monday in U.S. District Court in Philadelphia with copies made available through the SEC
office here.
Helms, who resigned last January as head of the Federal Aviation
Administration, filed papers neither
affirming nor denying the allegations, but agreeing to an injunction
that closes the case against him.
The injunction bars Helms from
engaging in further allegedly illegal
activities.
The SEC complaint also named
as defendants Helms’ former business partner, Vincent Roggio of Pipersville, Pa., and one of Roggio’s associates, Charles J. Ascenzi of
Silverdale, Pa. Roggio and Ascenzi
have 20 days to respond to the complaint, SEC attorneys said.
The SEC complaint stems from
the issue and sale in December 1980
of $2 million in industrial development bonds by the city of West
Memphis, Ark., after Helms and
Roggio said they needed the money to
open a new plant in West Memphis.
The money was to be used to finance
equipment purchases for the company, Maphis Chapman Corp. of Arkansas, a manufactuer of steel tanks
and pipes.
But the SEC said $1.2 million was
used "for the personal financial benefit" of Roggio and Helms, including
the repayment of bank loans, payment of Roggio’s federal and state income tax, the purchase of an airplane
by another company owned by
Helms, and $730,000 for "expenses related to . . . a horse racing stable
owned by Helms and Roggio."
Meanwhile, the SEC alleged that
city officials were misled into believing that the money was going for the
purchase of plant equipment in part
because of a scheme that included
$1.7 million worth of phony invoices
to represent equipment purchases.
"In fact no such equipment had
been purchased or otherwise acquired," the SEC said.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) If the
United States fails to sign an international Law of the Sea treaty
opposed by the Reagan administration
- the nation could endanger its deep
seabed mining claims, an official told
delegates to the 18th Annual Conference on the Law of the Sea Monday.
Nearly 150 delegates from more
than 40 nations, including the Soviet
Union, gathered to discuss international sea issues affecting law, science and industry. Conferences in the
past have covered deep seabed mining, goverance of the sea and territorial rights.
The agenda of the week-long convention at the St. Francis Hotel, however, probably will not focus on any
of these issues. Instead, it will center
on whether the United States will sign
the Law of the Sea treaty, said Scott

tries, including the Soviet Union,
have signed the treaty that came out
of hie Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea in December of 1982, Allen said. But only five
nations have ratified the treaty,
meaning they recognize it as a legal
document, Allen said.
The treaty lays down rules for
the waters that cover 70 percent of
the world’s surface rules that later
may be applied to territories in
space, Allen said.
Other matters that will be discussed during the convention, held
for the first time in the continental
United States, include the United
States’ position on the Law of the Sea,
the development of ocean minerals
resources, environmental protection
issues and the disposal of radioactive
wastes.

Bomber’s description released
Vet killed in Vietnam gets
wish for U.S. citizenship
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
House has voted to grant posthumous
American citizenship to a British born Marine killed in action in Vietnam, a step his parents say was their
son’s only wish.
Cpl. Wladyslaw ’’taniszewski
was a British citizen when he was
killed in 1967 after volunteering for
combat duty with the Marines.
His parents, Frank and Rosina
Staniszewski of Brockton, Mass.,
said their son’s only wish was to one
day become a citizen of his adopted
country.
With Frank Staniszewski looking
on, the House unanimously approved
a bill Monday by Rep. Brian Donnelly, D-Mass., to grant the posthumous citizenship to the Marine.
Staniszewski, who has been
working for more than two years to
win passage of the bill, said the
House action, and the outpouring of
support for the bill throughout the
country, restored his faith in the
American people.
"He could have gone to Canada.
He had the passport and everything,"
Staniszewski said of his son. "He
even wanted to make the Marines his
career. He wanted to be a DI (drill in-

Military parts suppliers

defend high price tags
LOS ANGELES (AP) Ken Blakely, head of a Florida firm that produces an airplane coffeemaker costing $3,046, is miffed by recent
allegations that the Pentagon is paying too much for some aircraft spare
parts.
So are Terry Wheaton, whose
firm manufactures a $180.25 flashlight referred to by the Pentagon as
an "emergency exit light," and Dick
Martin of Lockheed-Georgia Co.,
prime contractor for the cavernous
C5 military cargo planes.
Blakely, Wheaton and Martin
were the few company officials willing to talk about the costs of their
products after a Senate subcommittee last week heard scores of new examples of dazzling prices for parts
and supplies for aircraft.
Sen. Charles E. Grassley, RIowa, chairman of the Judiciary subcommiteee on administrative practice, said then that the latest evidence demonstrates that Defense
Weinberger’s
Caspar
Secretary
promise to clean up spare parts procurement practices is an empty one.
But those officials who would talk
insisted their products were fairly
priced.
"What you have here is a very
complicated device. It doesn’t have

Allen, associate director of the Law
of the Sea Institute.
Many authorities have held that
the treaty’s greatest beneficiary
would be the United States. Yet,
President Ronald Reagan repeatedly
has stated the United States will neither sign nor ratify the treaty, Allen
said.
If the United States refuses to
sign, it could lose deep seabed mining
claims that it has staked, Allen said
"Nations that have signed the treaty
could contest the claims, and there
would be nothing the United States
could do.
"It is very important that the
United States not only participate in
the Law of the Sea conference, but
also sign the treaty if it is to claim
stakes," Allen said.
Of 159 nations, about 135 coun-

much resemblance to what you can
buy at a local store," Blakely, general manager of Grimes Manufacturing in Delray Beach, Fla., said Monday.
"There are some people who
would rather go down to the supermarket and buy these items for an
airplane. But I wouldn’t particularly
want to be on that airplane," he
added.
Blakely said his company’s device "is 90 percent an aircraft product and 10 percent a coffeemaker."
That, he said, means it must undergo extensive tests and meet rigid
standards for durability, reliability,
vibration, shock, crash-landings,
high and low temperatures, altitude
and electromagnetic interference.
At another Grimes plant in Urbana, Ohio, Wheaton was angered by
references to his firm’s product as a
flashlight.
"Comparing this to a plastic
Montgomery Ward flashlight is
really unfair," Wheaton said. "It is a
rugged device designed to meet military specifications so that it can operate in extreme environments."
Officials of other companies declined to be interviewed about the
reasons for the costs of their products.

ATTENTION
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The measure still requires passage by the Senate and President
Reagan’s signature to become law.
Cpl. Staniszewski followed his
parents to Brockton from Scotland in
1964 and enlisted in the Marines two
years later.
"He swore his allegience to the
United States of America when he
joined the Marine Corps," Donnelly
said. "He was committed to serving
this nation because he thought of
himself as an American."

Pidgeon dies
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
Actor Walter Pidgeon, whose sophisticated charm carried him from romantic to fatherly roles in a stage
and screen career that spanned half a
century, died Tuesday. He was 87.
Pidgeon died at 9 a.m. at St.
John’s Hospital and Health Center.
He was admitted to the hospital
Wednesday.
Pidgeon made more than 100
films and was an Academy Award
nominee for "Miss Miniver" in 1942
and "Madame Curie" the following
year.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) The
suicide bomber of the U.S. Embassy
annex was about 20 and was wearing
a white short -sleeved shirt when he
crashed his explosives -filled van next
to the building, a Lebanese military
investigator said yesterday.
Elias Mousa said the description
was based on the testimony of five
Lebanese witnesses he has interrogated about the attack Thursday.
He said bomb experts were examining the van’s remains, which
were moved Monday from the bombing scene in east Beirut’s suburb of
Aukar to the Beirut military court
headquarters.

north and east Lebanon, ,Ahich has
been Israel’s main demand since it
invaded Lebanon.
Over the weekend, the Shreveport, a helicopter carrier, and two
other U.S. navy warships arrived off
Lebanon. In Washington, a Marine
Corps spokesman at the Pentagon,
Maj, Fred Lash, said the Shreveport
was carrying no Marine combat unit
but "only a small, normal complement" of Marines.
The Defense Department identified the other two ships as the John L.
Hall, a guided missile frigate, and the
Semmes, a guided missile destroyer.

There was no word on the progress of a separate investigation by a
U.S. team that arrived Friday with
Assistant Secretary of State Richard
Murphy.
Murphy went from Beirut to
Syria, where he met Monday with
President Hafez Assad, and yesterday he was in Israel, apparently to
discuss
security
arrangements
needed to bring about an Israeli troop
withdrawal from occupied south Lebanon.
Murphy met this morning with
Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak
Rabin and was later was to meet with
Prime Minister Shimon Peres and
visit four U.S. Embassy employees
wounded in the Beirut bombing who
are hospitalized near Tel Aviv.

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a
Math 2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could
do it by the time you’re 23. But it takes a special
commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all levels.
We teadi you to be one. If you’re
111,111)111,1111111111

The renewed diplomatic activity
was prompted by Israeli suggestions
that the United States mediate with
Syria to assure security for Israel’s
northern border once Israeli troops
leave Lebanon. Israel has occupied
southern Lebanon since June 1982.
The official Syrian Arab News
agency said the talks between Murphy and Assad focused on "ways to
bring about an Israeli withdrawal
from occupied Lebanese territory."
It did not elaborate.
Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak
Shamir said Sunday that withdrawal
arrangements would not require a simultaneous Syrian pullout from

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If you’re a
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And
yoU can cotuit on
going farther Eisler
*iv looking kra kwgood men

Go farther...
faster.
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SENIOR BSN STUDENTS
Why wait to start your nursing career? The Air
Force has a special program for Senior BSN’s. If
selected, you can enter Air Force active duty soon
after graduation-- without waiting for the results of
your State Boards
To apply, you must have an overall "B" average
and meet other basic officer entry requirements
As a newly commissioned nurse, you’ll attend a
five -month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. It’s an excellent way to prepare for the wide
range of experiences you’ll have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse professional. For more
information, contact:

TSGT DOUG HARALA

(408) 275-9014

For more information contact the

/4\)0&
29-colir__,4

Officer Selection Officer
285 South First St., Suite 520, San Jose, CA
or call (408) 291-7445
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Body language
Modern dance: the integral form of expression
human body has the
The
potential for more powerful
expression than words alone.
One of the most sophisticated forms
of bodily expression is dance.
A group of classical modern
dancers performed to an audience of
about 20-25 dance enthusiasts. The
concert, sponsored by the SJSU
Dance Theatre, took place at the
SJSU’s Women’s Gymnasium.
The performance was a delighful
mixture of design, style and
dramatic impact.
Six dances were performed by 17
dancers and directed by four Bay
Area choreographers who share a
similar approach to dance: highly
interpretive and dramatic. The
choreographers were Candace
Ammerman, Linda Fowler, Emily
Keeler and Aaron Osborne.
The top picture is Clare Whistler
in "Nothing I Drop Reaches the
Ground." Also performing in the
dance was Duncan Macfarland.
"Nothing I Drop Reaches the
Ground," which was choreographed
by Fowler, examined fear and
mistrust between men and women.
Second from the top is "A Minor
Waltz," a fast -paced, uplifting dance
"A Minor Waltz" was performed by
Lisa Burnett, Jennifer Butcher, Tom
Cross, Steve Faringhy, Leslie
Gaumer, Tom HiIlyard, Cathleen
McCarthy, John Steven Rockwell,
Mindy Russell and Ben Goldstein and
choreographed by Osborn. The piece
was a line dance set to Chopin’s work
of the same title.
Dynamic motion was shown in
"Windhorse," left and below right.
SJSU dance faculty member
Candace Ammerman directed the
dance with performances by
Ammerman, Frances Glycenfer, Bob
Haley, Melinda Martin-Jackson,

David Miller and Brec
VandenBerghe.
Bottom left is Macfarland and
Whistler from "Romeo and Juliet."
Keeler choreographed the dance
from her memory as a child of
Shakespere’s play. The quartet
"Romeo and Juliet" used
Renaissance music and the
performers were Macfarland and
Whistler, who played Romeo and
Juliet.

Photo page
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Learning in Nicaragua
SJSU Prof finds a country committed to education
By Eric Rice
Daily staff writer
Scenes of the mining of Nicaragua’s harbors, soldiers defending its
borders and its government coming
under verbal fire are common, but a
less publicized revolution with
equally profound effects is taking
place every day: its people are getting an education.
That’s what SJSU Professor
Herbert Grossman saw during a
two-week trip last summer to Managua, the country’s capital.
Grossman, who teaches special
education at SJSU, traveled to Nicaragua to instruct the teachers there
how to deal with special education
students. He also visited the various
special education programs in Managua and gave suggestions as a
consultant. He ended up getting an
education of his own, he said.
The Sandinista government, he
says, has initiated programs to educate disadvantaged and handicapped children, who were ignored
under the Somoza regime.
One aspect of Grossman’s teaching duties deals with training people to work with minority, hand-

icapped students, so he was
especially eager to acept an offer to
visit Nicaragua and teach there.
While in Managua he was able
to visit every special education program the city had. Many of the programs he visited did not exist during
the Somoza regime, which was overthrown in 1979. These programs now
include delinquents, handicapped,
retared children and adolesents and

’I found these people
unbelievably eager
for training. . . more
than any other
place I’ve been.’
Herbert Grossman
programs for "children at risk" who
formerly didn’t go to school because
they sold newspapers, shined shoes,
or begged in the streets.
"I must have seen 15 programs," he said, "and only three
were in existence before the revolu-

tion. To me, the interesting thing is
that I could have done that whole
thing in one day if I’d gone there five
years ago."
One thing Grossman saw that
caught his sense of irony was the
former estates of Somoza government officials are now being used as
sites for many of the education programs.
Two new programs he visited
were the day-care centers and the
"Well Baby" program.
"The childrens day-care centers
were purposely built in supermarkets," he said, so mothers could be
close to their children.
The "Well Baby" program emphasizes early detection of problems
and teaches parents how to care for
their children.
Because most of the special education programs are new, Grossman said, there aren’t many teachers that were trained for a specific
field. Most he said only possess a
bachelor of arts degree and have no
experience, but are very eager to
learn.
"I found these people unbelievably eager for training . . more

than any other place I’ve been."
Prior to his trip to Nicaragua
Grossman had taught in six countries outside the United States including Mexico at the University of
the Americas, and Costa Rica. He
also traveled to Portugal with UNESCO, worked for two years in Peru
with project Hope and was a Fullbright scholar in Ecuador.
Grossman believes the typical
American student takes education
for granted, whereas in developing
countries it isn’t so readily available
so the students are more motivated.
He found Nicaraguan students the
most motivated of all he’s come
across.
"They were always on time," he
commented. "They asked all kinds
of questions and they wouldn’t let
me continue until they were sure
they understood what I had to say.
They had no desire to leave class
early. They wanted to continue the
discussions after class and they
would invite me out in the evening to
talk some more.
"They even gave lists of questions and materials they would like
me to send them," he emphasized

Herbert Grossman
Everyone
Grossman
came
across in Managua was imbued with
an extraordinary desire to learn.
After working all day, he said, they
would go to school at night.
One concern he left the country
with was the shortage of educational
materials in many areas. Many of
the progpams he visited were unequipped with proper educational

John Deaton Presents

‘Doonesbury fix’ just 4 days away
By Dolores Barclay
The Associated Press
NEW YORK How many teeth
does Joanie Caucus’ baby have? Will
Uncle Duke avoid the stammer after
dealing drugs to raise money for a
documentary on auto tycoon John
DeLorean? Do Western-style props
still clutter a White House stage set?
These and other nagging questions will be answered for millions of
readers who haven’t had a "Doonesbury" fix in 20 months, when the celebrated comic strip returns Sept. 30.
But exactly what Pulitzer Prizewinning cartoonist Garry Trudeau
will put in those first panels is a closely guarded secret at Universal
Press Syndicate in Fairway, Kan.
And Trudeau, who dodges inter-

views like a seasoned matador sidesteps charging bulls, isn’t talking.
But in an exclusive story for Life
magazine’s October issue, Trudeau
lets readers in on what their favorite
characters have been up to since
graduation day.
Michael J. Doonesbury, the dithering major-domo of the Walden
commune, joined a Manhattan ad
agency and married Joan Caucus Jr.
on the back porch at Walden.
Marvelous Mark Slackmeyer has
his own radio show and has become
something of an irritant at presidential news conferences. Quarterback B.D., who had been traded to

"A lot of it is so much dependent
on the news," Salem continued. "Si)
he’s waiting until the very last minute. Who could have predicted a
woman as vice presidential candidate? She (Geraldine Ferraro) is certainly eligible for the strip."

the Tampa Bay Buccaneers for two
draft picks and a bus, was lost to the
Los Angeles Rams in a poker game.
He distinguished himself by making
the worst fumble in Rams’ history.
As for Zonker, he’s still holed up
after graduation, stepping out only to
rent video cassettes.
"Garry works on a 10-day deadline, and anyone who says anything
about it in house will lose their head,"
said Universal spokeswoman Victoria Houston.
"The writing will stay pretty
similar," chimed in editorial director
Lee Salem "He will weave the lives
of his characters into political head-

The star of Broadway, film and
"I Love New York" TV commercials
says, "An actor can go along quite a
time without anything he really loves
and then two plays he does love will
come, back to back."
The two plays Langella loves,
turning up one after the other lately,

’An actor can go
along quite a time
without anything he
really loves and then
two plays he does
love will come, back
to back.’
Frank Langella
are "Design for Living," which
opened June 20 at Broadway’s Circle
in the Square, and "After the Fall,"
which will open at off-Broadway’s
Playhouse 91 on Oct. 4. He had to
leave the one after two months to
start rehearsals in the other.
The plays certainly aren’t alike.
When "After the Fall," which Langella describes as "about profound
themes," opened in 1964, many theater-goers thought Jason Robards’
Quentin and Barbara Loden’s Maggie represented its writer, Arthur
Miller, and Marilyn Monroe.
Langella says, "Now, hopefully,
people will tell each other that this is
splay to go see that will enrich you:
it’s important, moving and profound."
George C. Scott directed Noel
Coward’s 1932 comedy, "Design for
Living." Jill Clayburgh, Raul Julia
and Langella, each in love with the
other two and all pals, romp through
pairing up three ways until the happy
ending when they become the trio
that nature and Coward designed
them to be.
What both plays do have in common, Langella says, is being "threeact, well -made plays."

"I think plays are getting shorter
and far less meaty," he says.
"They’re saying less and charging
more and that’s a great shame."
The tall, slender actor, elegant
even with wet shoes in a favorite oldfashioned coffee shop on a rainy
morning, says, "The older I get, I
really choose characters that are battling things I’m battling with. I
wanted to explore those things that
are in Quentin that are in me and
those things in me that are in Quentin.
"A little over two years ago
somebody suggested to me I should
do the play. !read it. It’s brilliant.
"I called Arthur, whom I’d met
but didn’t know well, and told him I
had ideas about how it should be
done, ungrand, a small production,
intimate, sticking to the point of the
psychological problem of the man
He listened half an hour. I didn’t have
to convince him very long, I’m
pleased to say, and here we are, in
previews."
Dianne Wiest plays Maggie. John

Tillinger directs
Langella, now 44, saw "After the
Fall" 20 years ago. "I remember
being impressed with the play, but
you’re not much concerned with the
problems of a 45-year-old man in
your early 205."
Langella acted in "The Twelve
Chairs" and "Diary of a Mad Housewife" in 1970, in "Dracula" in 1979,
and several other movies in between
He has worked a lot in regional theater. But now, married since 1977 and
with children 1 and 3, he wants to
work in New York theater at least

appearing at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium
November 4, 1984 at 8:00 p.m.
Ticket: $ 15.00

In fact, just iltiout all of the powers and pawns of the political world
Trudeau skewered in the strip’s first
12 years are candidates for his pen.
ink and parody. But no matter, most
politicos love it.

Tickets available at all Bass Ticket Centers including Record Factory,
San Jose Box Office, and the Bass Ticket Office at 362 22nd Street. Oakland.
Visa and Mastercard accepted. AU tickets sublect to Service Charge.

"Life without ’Doonesbury’ has
meant far more than life without a
morning laugh," said Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass. "His return
makes our national sense of humor
whole again "

Langella becomes twice the actor
By Mary Campbell
The Associated Press writer
NEW YORK Frank Langella
of the gracefully furled cape and
smoldering glance as the late 1970s’
Dracula currently is a happy mortal.

George Carlin

lines. There will be the same characters and they’ll be a little older.

Secrecy surrounds strip’s return

until the children are in school.
Langella formed a production
company two years ago. "After the
Fall" is its first play. He isn’t the producer but he told Roger Berlind and
Ray Larsen, who are, that he thought
"After the Fall" should be done offBroadway.
"All of us are working for $300 a
week. If it should be successful, we’ll
move it to Broadway and they’ll get
their money back or we might just
have a decent run off-Broadway. If
it’s not successful, it will be sad but
they’ll have lost less money "

PROFESSIONAL
DRAPERY CLEANING
OFF when brouht
30o/0
Same Day Service

tools including carpentry shops
without any tools, classes for the
hard of hearing "without any of the
equipment you’d expect to see" and
school rooms with nothing but the
pencils and paper children had
brought from home.
"This wasn’t because they
didn’t place a high priority on working with children and adolesents,
but because they didn’t have the
funds to buy things that they don’t
make in Nicaragua."
He is currently involved in an effort to send supplies such as mimeographs, paper, pencils and other
school supplies to Nicaragua and
welcomes any assistance.
Despite problems such as having its harbors mined and continual
skirmishes around its borders
Grossman was filinpressed with the
country’s optimism.
"I found the people very relaxed, but they thought it was very
possible that they would be bombed
or invaded at any time. They were
very aware that there were things
going on."
Although
Nicaraguans
are
aware of its problems Grossman
said they havn’t transferred into
problems with education.
"In other countries," he says,
"the atypical response is ’Yeah, that
sounds like a great idea but you
can’t do that in our schools.’ There is
a whole lot of optimism, hope and a
lot of hard work there tin Nicaruaga
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SJSU coaches have everybody guessing
By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
Sometimes imagination is born
out of necessity, or in the Spartans
case, desperation.
Desperate for some offense, and
entering the game without a tight
end, the Spartan coaching staff came
up with some imaginative, even
strange, formations for Stanford.

Football

Talk about "in your face." Spartan defensive end Terry McDonald (left) displays the literal meaning of the phrase by

Joseph DeVera Daily staff photographer
crunching Thomas Henley en route to his real target, quarterback John Paye in SJSU’s 28-27 loss to Stanford.

Spartans try to end scoring lapse
By Marty Plcone
Daily staff writer
The Spartan soccer team takes
on Pacific Soccer Conference rival
Stanford tonight at Spartan Stadium
at8p.m.
The Spartans hope to improve on
a 2-7 record which, according to

tent 45 minutes in both halves
Stanford, 3-2-2 on the year, is
coming off a 1-1 tie against a tough
Westmont College team and a 2-1 victory over a tougher UC-Santa Barbara squad. "Both schools are two
fine teams," Menendez said. "If this
is any indication of things to come,
we could have a good match on our
hands."
The Cardinal touts 17 returning
coach Julius Menendez, is the team’s lettermen from their 12-5-3 team of
last year, including 10 starters. First
worst start in 22 years.
"It’s been a matter of a lack of year coach Sam Koch looks to forconsistency," Menendez said. "We ward Giancarlo Ferruzzi, who leads
play a great 50 or 60 minutes, but we the Cardinal offense with three goals
can never finish our opponent off. I and three assists.
Another player with three goals
don’t know what happens."
If SJSU hopes to beat the Cardi- for the Cardinal is forward Robert
nal, they will have to play a consis- West, who also has one assist.

Soccer

West and Ferruzzi have combined for six of the Cardinal’s nine
goals. Along with Edwardo Miccolis
from Brazil, who has one goal and
one assist, the Spartans will have a
tough time dealing with these three
forwards.
"They (Cardinal forwards) can
make things happen," Menendez
said, "so we will be playing them
man-to-man when their in front of the
goal."
The Cardinal, though, will be
without one of their top offensive
threats and All-America candidate
Angel Vasquez, who had one goal and
one assist, but broke his foot early
last week and will be lost for the season.
On defense for the Cardinal will

Spartan quarterback Hob Frasco (above) was one of
three performers selected as the PCAA’s Offensive
Player of the Week. Frasco, a 6-1, 195-pound senior, completed 25 of 43 passes for 333 yards, while throwing one
touchdown and running for another against Stanford. The
quarterback shared this week’s honors with UOP’s
James Mackey and Fullerton State’s Damon Allen.

Stanford’s
STANFORD (AP)
two victories in three football games
are already twice as many as it had
all last season, but they’re not quite
the right kind as far as coach Jack
Elway is concerned.
"I would prefer that we had two
conference wins," Elway said earlier
this week as he prepared to lead his
battered team in its Pacific 10 opener
Saturday at home against Arizone
State.
Elway said 15 Cardinal players
"visited the trainer" for minor injuries after last Saturday’s 28-27 victory over SJSU.
Arizona State does not have as
many injured players, but neither do
they have as many victories.
The Sun Devils are 1-2, including
a 45-3 opening loss to Oklahoma State
and 6-3 setback to Southern Cal last
Saturday. Their only victory was a
48-0 rout of SJSU.
"We’ve played different ways in
all three games," said Arizona State
coach Darryl Rogers. "It’s very perplexing."
Elway said the key to his team’s
success will be stopping ASU’s running attack led by tailbacks Darryl
Clack and Mike Crawford.
When Stanford is on offense, it
will have to contend with ASU’s gam

Be Swenky for Once
Specialty Looks by Angel

VOGUE * AVANT GARDE * *
Perm/Sales Reg $60 (X
Now $40 00 with this ad thru Oct
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If you’re at least 18 years old and want a job with a future,
please apply at our nearest store or our district office between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m., Monday thru Friday at: 4855 Atherton Avenue, Suite 203, San Jose, CA 95130, or call (408) 3740110. An equal opportunity employer.
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bling, blitzing defense.
"There are eight freshmen and
sophomores, one junior and two seniors that start on it," Rogers said of
his defense. "It’s a defense that will
get better in the next two years. But it
has not been tested like it will be this
week at Stanford."
The biggest area of concern for
Elway is his team’s defensive secondary.
The Cardinal have given up an
average 262.7 yards per game
through the air and opposing quarterbacks have completed 56.9 percent
of their passes.
"I want more of an aggressive
defense in the secondary," EIwaN
said.
Electrolysis Chic
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY
By Apporimem Only
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RS SO BA TW000 ATI SAM TOR
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CQD
A CElcbitecrion of DANCE ANd ART PRESENTEd by
THE VALERIE HUSTON DANCE THEATER
Sat., Sept. 29, 1984 Morris Dailey Auditorium
San Jose State Univ. 800 p.m.

Presented by A.S. Program Board

kasso
Stud. -$5.50 Dr. S’ $4.50 Adv.
Gen. -$7.50 Dr a" $6.50 Adv.

Tickets at Bass. SI Box MA S
Bus. Office Info -,177-2807

Funded by Associated Students

THE LICKETTES
Maryanne Price of
"ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL"
and
Naomi Ruth Eisinberg
Both Formerly of
"DAN HICKS AND
THE HOT LICKS"

************ **************************

* 356-1350

TAkE This Job Awl LOVE IT
Stop N Go Markets is looking for some top-notch clerks who
want a great job. We offer a paid, comprehensive training
program, a complete range of benefits, including tuition reimbursement, and a competitive salary. In addition, we offer
you a chance to grow along with us.

Cardinal win battle
limp away hurting

Bobs away

*

be another All -America candidate
and a four-year starter, goalie Willie
Burkhardt.
Burkhardt has 24 saves this year
and could be a key defensive weapon
against the Spartans. Burkhardt has
one shutout in seven games and has
allowed 1.17 goals on the average per
game.
Joining Burkhardt on defense
will be two all-conference players.
fullback Tom Rafalovich and Tom
McGannon.
Menendez is optimistic about his
team and feels the Spartans can give
the Cardinal a good match. "I think
we have what it takes to beat Stanford," Menendez said. "I’m not discouraged about our record and our
play."

like forgetting
Imaginative,
about using a tight end (which the
Spartans didn’t have), and lining up
three wide receivers instead of the
normal two.
Strange, like employing a threerunning back, wishbone option with
only three days preparation and
using a quarterback who sat out the
last game with a hip pointer and
bruised shoulder.
"We felt our only chance to win
was to generate some offense," head
coach Claude Gilbert said after Saturday’s 28-27 loss to Stanford.
And generate they did, 434 yards
worth.
Kevin Bowman, a senior wide receiver who had caught only three
passes for 35 yards in the Spartans’
previous three games, was used as an
extra receiver and grabbed nine
passes for 122 yards, giving the SJSU
a legitimate threat over the middle.
"As a former quarterback, I
know that you have to have confidence to throw inside, and against
Arizona State we didn’t have the inside threat," said SJSU offensive
coordinator Terry Shea, who along
with Gilbert dreamed up the offensive scheme for Stanford.
The Spartans won’t remind too
many people of the effective wishbone employed by Oklahoma, but
SJSU devised an option last week,
and after only three days of practice
ran it against Stanford.
"We really dissected our offensive problems last week, and decided
to institute the attack for two reasons," Shea said. "First, we didn’t
have a legitimate tight end to use,

and second, some of our better running backs were not handling the ball
enough."
After netting 18 yards on the
ground against ASU the week before,
the Spartans picked up 126 against
Stanford.
Frasco gained 58 yards on the
day, and on a crucial third and goal
from the Stanford one at the end of
third quarter, shocked the Cardinal
defense by sneaking untouched
around right end for a touchdown.
"When you consider his hip and
shoulder injuries, I thought Bob did a
superb job on those options," Gilbert
said. "We took the chance because he
was so sore, but he showed what a
great, gutty, courageous athlete he
is.,,
Said Frasco, "We tried to change
things up, but had to simplify because we didn’t have a tight end. I
didn’t feel comfortable at all I was
hurting."
He certainly looked comfortable
passing, completing 25 of 43 for 333
yards and one touchdown, an 11yarder to Keith McDonald.
Tailback Frank Robinson picked
up only 24 yards on the day, but on a
crucial fourth and two from the Stanford 41 near the end of the third quarter, took an option pitch from Frasco
and ran 16 yards down the right sideline for a first down.
The Spartan offensive line played
perhaps its best game of the year.
"We made a couple of changes, kept
things basic, and were less confused," tackle John Aimonetti said.
"We wanted to get in their faces and
knock them off the ball, and it
worked."
The 434 yards of total offense represents the Spartans’ highest total
since they ran up 530 in a 41-23 win
over Fresno State last year.
The Spartans take on Cal in Berkeley next Saturday and hope the offense, whatever shape it takes, will
move with the same efficiency it did
against Stanford.
"We’re changing so much that
the players are probably wondering
what’s next," Shea said.
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Students Against Reaganism
(STAR) will hold a meeting at 5:30 tonight in the Montalvo Room of the
Student Union. For additional information contact Carmen at 275-8797.

Perkins at 5 p.m. today in Business
Classrooms Room 4. Call Shanlynn
Skinner at 287-5030 for more information.

The Women’s Center will sponsor
a lunch meeting at noon today in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. Anyone is welcome to attend. For additional information call Jane Boyd at 277-2617.

The Spartan cheerleaders and
football team will sponsor pizza night
from 5 to 10 this evening at the Straw
Hat Pizza, at the corner of Snell and
Blossom Hill Rd., in San Jose. For
more information call James Spada fore at 269-2700.

The History Honors Society, Phi
Alpha Theta, will have a barbeque
and bake sale between 11:30 a.m. and
2 p.m. today at the barbeque pits
near the Women’s Gym. For additional information call Dan Larke at
277-2595.
Sigma Chi fraternity will hold its
"little sister meeting," at 9 tonight at
284 S. 10th St. Call Bob Duffy or Ron
Moore at 279-9601 for additional information.
The Human Resources Administration Club will conduct a general
meeting with guest speaker Jack

toring workshop for international students from Ito 3p.m. today in the Administration Building Room 206. Call
Muriel at 277-2009 for additional information.

7

The Society of Latino Engineers
and Scientists will hold a general
meeting at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in the

Engineering Building Room 163. For
more information call Luis at 2772214.

Delta Sigma Pi will hold a pizza
social at 7 p.m. tomorrow at Toot -N.
Totems, 1080 Saratoga Ave.

The Community Committee for

International Students will hold a tu-
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The S.J.S.U. Teacher Education
Division will conduct a group advisement meeting at 4 p.m. tomorrow in
Sweeny Hall Room 120. Call 277-2681
for additional information.

Hillel will conduct Rosh Hoshanah High Holiday Services at 8 tonight at the San Jose State Memorial
Chapel. For more information call
Marlene Burak at 298-0204.
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The Mathematics and Computer
Science Dept. will conduct a colloquium lecture at 4 p.m. tomorrow in
MacQuarrie Hall Room 324. Call
Richard Kubelka at 277-2400 for additional information.

Reed Magazine, SJSU’s annual
literary publication, is now accepting
submissions from students of fiction,
poetry, art and photography. Turn
submissions in to the English Dept.,
Faculty Office Room 102 before Nov.
12.
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SACRAMENTO (AP) - At least
one maker of diesel automobiles is
expected to introduce a new antismog device in California next year,
and already the state is regulating it
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The new device is known as a
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particulate trap, which operates like
a cigarette filter and is expected to
cut soot-like emissions from diesel
exhaust by 80 percent.
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It works by collecting the soot
like particles in the exhaust, separating them, and burning them off into
carbon dioxide and water vapor.
On Monday, the California Air
Resources Board decided to require
diesel passenger car makers to extend the same 50,000-mile warranty
that the state requires on other antismog equipment, to the particulate
traps.
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showed that much of the soot was
small enough to get through the natural filtering system of the human
body and cause tissue damage deep
in the respiratory system. The smoke
also cut visibility, and big sales
jumps were being predicted.

call A.S. Leisure Services at 277-2858

Officials didn’t say which manufacturer would make its nationwide
debut in California next year - but
that will be two years before particulate traps are required elsewhere in
the United States.
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What Is Happeningl
z
zz
1With The
z
z
IRec Center?
The Student Union Board of Directors
have asked the architects to draw four
alternate plans for the proposed
Recreation and Events Center. The plans
offer a variety of facilities and costs from
which to choose. Such options include:
Multi -Use Arena
(3500 to 7500 seating
Racquetball
Weight Room
Gymnasium
Aquatics Center
Multi -Purpose Rooms

zz
zz
zz
zz
zzz
zz
zz
zzz
zzz
zz
zz
zz
Students will be asked to voice their choice zzz
zz
for one of the plans which will be voted on zzz
zz
in November. If you are interested in
zz
z
knowing more about the Recreation and zzzz
zz
Events Center, come to the Recreation
zz
zz
zz
Festival outside the Student Union on
zz
Wednesday and check the Spartan Daily zzz
zz
zz
; next week for follow-up information.
zz
z
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